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Eid al-Adha, the Festival of Sacrifice, also called 

al-ʿĪd al-Kabīr, meaning Major Festival, is the second of two 

great Muslim festivals. Eid al-Adha marks the culmination of the 

hajj. Muslims celebrate it throughout the world. During the festival, 

families sacrifice a ritually acceptable animal (sheep, goat, camel, or 

cow) to do so and then divide the flesh equally among themselves, 

the poor, and friends and neighbors. The day of Eid-ul-Adha falls on 

the tenth day in the final (twelfth) month of the Islamic Lunar 

Calendar, Dhu-al-Hijjah. The day that celebrations fall on depends 

on a legitimate sighting of the moon, following the completion of 

the annual Holy Pilgrimage of Hajj. 
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Tower Access – Rules & Regulations
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Electronic Access Control has become an essential, efficient and flexible way of securing

EFT building for the reception & security team. The building facility aims to balance

general convenience whilst strict security. With the help of the access control system,

monitoring and controlling remotely or operating automatically is much more convenient

and giving authorized personnel access to specific staff or visitors upon mandatory

confirmation received from the visiting office.

Tenant/Employee Access

Owner or tenants and company employees,

upon registration in the building, are issued

with their own permanent tower access card

with a policy of one (1) access card per

person. Therefore, everyone is required to

carry their tower access card at all times.

Such cards have specific access only to

either the South or North Tower in which

their unit/office is located.

Visitor Access

Access to the retail area is open to the public, and daily building passes will not be

required. To access the offices, visitors must register and provide a valid ID in the

reception to obtain a visitor’s pass. Each visitor will be issued individual access cards as

one (1) card allows access for one (1) person only. As part of security measures, visitors

may be questioned regarding the purpose of their visit is required for safety reasons.

Suppose the visitor cannot produce a valid ID to obtain a visitor’s pass. In that case, the

reception will request the host office to assist their respective guest in the C level.

Visitors should return the access card after the visiting period. Access Card is not allowed

in custody for more than one (1) day; otherwise, the unreturned card will be deactivated.

The EFT building is a great environment to grow and succeed in the electrical field.

Being here in the building has helped me tackle various obstacles and brought

about a significant improvement in my manner of work.

- Kishore Debnath

MEP staff


